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ABSTRACT

This paper presents DA3D (Data Adaptive Dual Domain Denoising), a “last step denoising” method that takes as input a noisy image and as a guide the result of any state-of-the-art denoising algorithm. The method performs frequency domain shrinkage on shape and data-adaptive patches. Unlike other dual denoising methods, DA3D doesn’t process all the image samples, which allows it to use large patches (64 × 64 pixels). The shape and data-adaptive patches are dynamically selected, effectively concentrating the computations on areas with more details, thus accelerating the process considerably. DA3D also reduces the staircasing artifacts sometimes present in smooth parts of the guide images. The effectiveness of DA3D is confirmed by extensive experimentation. DA3D improves the result in smooth parts of the guide images. The effectiveness of DA3D is confirmed by extensive experimentation. DA3D improves the result of almost all state-of-the-art methods, and this improvement requires little additional computation time.

Index Terms— Image denoising, Patch-Based methods, Fourier shrinkage, Dual Denoising, Data Adaptive

1. INTRODUCTION

Image denoising is one of the fundamental image restoration challenges [1]. It consists in estimating an unknown noiseless image \( y \) from a noisy observation \( x \). We consider the classic image degradation model

\[
y = x + n,
\]

where the observation \( x \) is contaminated by an additive white Gaussian noise \( n \) of variance \( \sigma^2 \).

All denoising methods assume some underlying image regularity. Depending on this assumption they can be divided, among others, into transform-domain and spatial-domain methods.

Transform domain methods work by shrinking (or thresholding) the coefficients of some transform domain [2, 3, 4]. The Wiener filter [5] is one of the first such methods operating on the Fourier transform. Donoho et al. [6] extended it to the wavelet domain.

Space-domain methods traditionally use a local notion of regularity with edge-preserving algorithms such as total variation [7], anisotropic diffusion [8], or the bilateral filter [9].

Nowadays however spatial-domain methods achieve remarkable results by exploiting the self-similarities of the image [10]. These patch-based methods are non-local as they denoise by averaging similar patches in the image. Patch-based denoising has developed into attempts to model the patch space of an image, or of a set of images. These techniques model the patch as sparse representations on dictionaries [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], using Gaussian Scale Mixtures models [16, 17], or with non-parametric approaches by sampling from a huge database of patches [18, 19, 20, 21].

Current state-of-the-art denoising methods such as BM3D [22] and NL-Bayes [23] take advantage of both space- and transform-domain approaches. They group similar image patches and jointly denoise them by collaborative filtering on a transformed domain. In addition, they proceed by applying two slightly different denoising stages, the second stage using the output of the first one as its guide. Some recently proposed methods use the result of a different algorithm as their guide for a new denoising step. Combining for instance, nonlocal principles with spectral decomposition [24], or BM3D with neural networks [25]. This allows one to mix different denoising principles, thus yielding high quality results [24, 25]. DDID [26] is an iterative algorithm that uses a guide image (from a previous iteration) to determine spatially uniform regions to which Fourier shrinkage could be applied without introducing ringing artifacts. Several methods [27, 28, 29] use a single step of DDID with a guide image produced by a different algorithm. This yields much better results than the original DDID. The reason for their success is the use of large (31 × 31) and shape-adaptive patches. Indeed, the Fourier shrinkage works better on large stationary blocks. Unfortunately, DDID has a prohibitive computational cost, as it paradoxically denoises a large patch to recover a single pixel. Moreover, contrary to other methods, aggregation of these patches doesn’t improve the results since it introduces blur. We show in this paper that these two problems can be solved by introducing a new patch selection, accompanied by a weighted aggregation strategy.

Contribution. This paper presents DA3D (Data Adaptive Dual Domain Denoising), a new “last step” denoising method that performs frequency domain shrinkage on shape-adaptive and data-adaptive patches. DA3D consistently improves the results of state-of-the-art methods such as BM3D or NL-Bayes with little additional computation time.

Similarly to DDID [26], DA3D uses a guide image to extract the shape-adaptive patches. But unlike it, DA3D processes only a fraction of the patches, which are aggregated instead of just taking their central pixel. The patches are dynamically selected, saving computations on uniform areas of the image to use them on areas with more details. This accelerates considerably the process, allowing to use even larger (64 × 64) patches, which in turn yields improved results. Some shape adaptive methods [30, 31] collectively denoise groups of similar small patches (8 × 8 blocks for BM3D-SAPCA [30]). DA3D does not consider groups, instead it uses much larger patches to extract more information from the underlying structure.
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Our second contribution in DA3D further improves the quality of the results by adapting the processing to the underlying data. The apparition of the staircasing is well known for non-local methods [32]. To mitigate the influence of such artifacts present in the guide image, we use a first order non-linear local kernel regression [33, 34] to estimate, for each patch, an affine approximation coherent with the data within the patch. The denoising is then performed with respect to this approximation. This data-adaptive approach is another innovation enabled by the use of large patches, and it noticeably improves the quality of the results on smooth regions of the image.

Section 2 recalls the DDID postprocess. Sections 3 and 4 present the DA3D algorithm, first describing the proposed sparse aggregation, then the data-adaptive patches. The performance of DA3D is extensively validated in the experiments of section 5.

2. DUAL DOMAIN IMAGE DENOISING STEP

A DDID step is a single iteration of the DDID algorithm [26], but it can also be used as a last denoising step for other methods [29, 27]. This section, along with the pseudocode in Table 1, summarizes it.

To denoise a pixel \( p \) from the noisy image \( y \) the DDID step extracts a \( 31 \times 31 \) pixel block around it (denoted \( y \)) and the corresponding block \( g \) from the guide image \( g \).

The blocks are processed to eliminate discontinuities that may cause artifacts in the subsequent frequency-domain denoising. To that end, the weight function \( k \) is derived from \( g \). The weights identify the pixels of the block belonging to the same object as the center \( p \). This weight function has the form of the bilateral filter [35, 9]

\[
k(q) = \exp \left( -\frac{|g(q) - g(p)|^2}{\gamma_r \sigma^2} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{|q - p|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right). \tag{2}\]

The first term identifies the pixels belonging to the same structure as \( p \), by selecting the ones with a similar color in the guide, while the second term removes the periodization discontinuities associated with the Fourier transform. The parameters \( \sigma \) and \( \gamma_r \) are specific of the algorithm, and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the noise.

The weights \( k \) are then used to modify \( y \) and \( g \) in order to remove their discontinuities yielding \( y_n \) and \( g_n \) (see lines 13-14 of Table 1). In this way the “relevant” part of the blocks (similar to the central pixel) is retained by \( k \), and its average value is assigned to the rest.

The modified block \( y_n \) is denoised by shrinkage of its Fourier coefficients using \( g_n \) as an oracle (lines 15-18 of Table 1). Since discontinuities have been removed from the blocks, filtering in the Fourier domain doesn’t introduce ringing, which is a major advance made by DDID in transform thresholding methods. The value of \( \gamma_r \) is a parameter of the algorithm. This shrinkage assumes that the image \( y \) contains additive white Gaussian noise.

Finally, the denoised value of the central pixel is recovered by reversing the Fourier transform. This process is repeated for every pixel of the image. For more details about DDID refer to [26, 29].

For color images, \( k \) is computed by using the Euclidean distance, while the shrinkage is done independently on each channel of the YUV color space. An example of the result is shown in Fig. 1c.

3. SPARSE DDID STEP

The DDID step explained in section 2 is slow because it has to process a block for every pixel. In fact, each pixel is denoised several times, but the result is discarded every time that it is not in the center of the current block. Since that the denoising remains valid for all pixels in the “relevant” part of the block, we propose to aggregate the processed blocks to form the final result. As a result, not every block needs to be processed, thus accelerating the algorithm considerably. Note that since the processing is done with the modified block, line 13 of Table 1 must be reverted to obtain the denoised block (line 20).

In our selection-aggregation process, the image is treated by color-coherent blocks and the results are aggregated with weights deduced from the guide image. This weighted average can also be seen as the interpolation of the denoised image from a subset of processed blocks [36, 37, 38]. We found that the best aggregation weights are the squares of the weights (2).

We now describe the greedy approach used for selecting the image blocks to be processed. At each iteration a weight map \( w \) with the sum of the aggregation weights is updated. This weight map permits to identify the pixel in the image with the lowest aggregation weight, which will be selected as the center of the next block to process (line 5 of Table 1). This process iterates until the total weight for each pixel becomes larger than a threshold \( \tau \). The weight function \( k \) is always equal to 1 in the center, so the algorithm always terminates. The procedure is detailed in Table 1. This variant is faster to execute than a single DDID step, since only a small number of blocks are actually processed. This allows bigger patches to be used, that in turn gives better results in terms of denoising quality. Experimentally, good results are achieved with patches as large as
### 4. DATA ADAPTIVE DUAL DOMAIN DENOISING

We now address a main drawback of the weight function (2), used for the bilateral filter and for many bilateral-inspired filters, including patch based methods. This weight function selects pixels of the block with a similar value. As a result, Sparse DDID works by processing parts of the image that are piecewise constant, considering the image as composed by many “flat” layers. This model is not well adapted for images that contain gradients or shadings, as the same smooth region may be split in many thin regions. The previous method can be extended to “normalize” each patch by subtracting an estimation of the gradient around the patch center. In practice, this means estimating an affine model of the block, as proposed in [33], which can be computed using a weighted least squares regression

$$\min_p \sum |y(q) - P(q)|^2 \cdot K_{reg}(q),$$

where the sum is computed over the domain of $y$ and $K_{reg}$ is a bilateral weight function

$$K_{reg}(q) = \exp \left( -\frac{|y(q) - g(p)|^2}{\gamma y \sigma^2} - \frac{|g - p|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right),$$

which selects the parts of the block that gets approximated by $P$. To ensure that the central pixel gets denoised, the constraint $P(p) = g(p)$ is also added. Since the weights $K_{reg}$ should capture the overall shape of the block, they are computed using a larger range parameter than the bilateral weight function in (2). It is worth noting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$\sigma = 5$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 10$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 25$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 40$</th>
<th>$\sigma = 80$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM3D</td>
<td>38.43</td>
<td>34.94</td>
<td>30.58</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>24.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPCA [30]</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>+0.14</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM3D [22]</td>
<td>38.24</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>30.54</td>
<td>28.23</td>
<td>25.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDID [26]</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>30.39</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>24.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-NLM [24]</td>
<td>35.67</td>
<td>33.97</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>27.49</td>
<td>24.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSSC [13]</td>
<td>38.29</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>30.35</td>
<td>28.07</td>
<td>24.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>38.30</td>
<td>34.88</td>
<td>30.61</td>
<td>28.32</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM3D [25]</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.13</td>
<td>+0.27</td>
<td>+0.25</td>
<td>+0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average PSNR comparison between state-of-the-art methods on grayscale images. The first line of each row shows the average PSNR. The second line shows the average PSNR of DA3D using the corresponding algorithm to generate the guide. The third line shows the average improvement due to DA3D. The best result for each noise level is shown in **bold**, and the ones within a range of 0.2 dB are shown in *gray*. MLP+B3MD only works with some specific levels of noise, the other levels are left blank.
that although $K_{reg}$ uses the guide to select the parts of the block in which to perform the estimation, the regression is performed directly on the noisy data $y$, thus allowing to correct any staircasing effect already present in the guide. The parameters $\sigma_{sr}$ and $\gamma_r$ are specific of the algorithm. The case of color images is identical, since (3) is separable and can be computed independently on every channel.

Once estimated, the local plane $P$ is subtracted from the patch, effectively removing shades and gradients. Then the standard DDID step is used to denoise the block and at the end the plane is added back. The whole procedure is detailed in Table 1 (lines 8-11, 21).

An example of the result is shown in Fig. 1f. Observe that the result present less staircasing effect and is better in terms of PSNR. In addition, less blocks are treated to denoise the gradients (Fig. 1g).

Our implementation of the DA3D algorithm (available in the support website [39]) has been tested against the set of images shown in Fig. 2. For $\gamma_r$ and $\gamma_f$, the parameters of DDID [26] were kept ($\gamma_r = 0.7, \gamma_f = 0.8$), but since DA3D does not need to process all patches, the size of the patches themselves was chosen as $64 \times 64$, with $\sigma_s = 14$. The parameters $\tau = 2, \sigma_{sr} = 20$ and $\gamma_{fr} = 7$ were chosen experimentally on images outside the test database.

The DA3D method was applied to the results of several state-of-the-art algorithms. Each method was tested with noises of $\sigma = 5, 10, 25, 40, 80$. The results are summarized in Table 2.

DA3D improves the PSNR of every algorithm except NLDD and PID (which is to be expected, since they are based on a similar shrinkage strategy). This improvement is more marked with higher noises, which makes sense since the parameters of DDID were optimized for medium to high noise. It is worth mentioning that DA3D is even able to improve over BM3D-SAPCA, which is considered the best denoising algorithm up to date for grayscale images. Similar results are obtained using SSIM [40] as metric.

In general BM3D+DA3D (DA3D using BM3D as guide) offers one of the best performances with a reasonable computational cost. As an example the results of the best two performing methods for the image “Montage” are shown in Fig. 3, along with the result of BM3D+DA3D. The latter outperforms the other algorithms in terms of PSNR and image quality. Despite having a high PSNR value, the result of the other two algorithms present artifacts close to the edges and some staircasing (BM3D-SAPCA in particular).

The results for color images are similar to the grayscale case. As before, NLDD and PID are not improved (or just marginally improved) by DA3D. The detailed tables with PSNR and SSIM are available in the support website [39].

Fig. 4 shows the two best denoising results for the image “Dice”, along with the result of BM3D+DA3D. Most of the artifacts generated by BM3D disappear with the post-processing, and at the same time the edges becomes sharper and the gradients smoother.

Running time. The time needed to run the analyzed algorithms is summarized in Table 3. Using DA3D as a post-processing method demands little additional time, while the gain is substantial (in PSNR and in visual quality). Therefore, while BM3D+DA3D is comparable to BM3D-SAPCA in terms of performance, its computation is more than 200 time faster.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented DA3D, a fast Data Adaptive Dual Domain Denoising algorithm for “last step” processing. It performs frequency domain shrinkage on shape and data-adaptive patches. The key innovations of this method are a sparse processing that allows bigger blocks to be used and a plane regression that greatly improves the results on gradients and smooth parts. The experiments show that DA3D can improve the results of most denoising algorithms with reasonable computational cost, achieving a performance superior to the state-of-the-art.

Future work will include optimizing the parameters of the algorithm, especially for low levels of noise, and adapting the shrinkage function to the algorithm used as guide.
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